
Discover How 
Your Teams Work
Strengthening your digital transformation journey through work graph



Scout, Soroco’s Digital Transformation Platform
Scout combines the strength of Task Mining and Process Mining to 
power digital transformation. It gives organizations a structured view of 
how work happens on the ground and identifies benefits from applying a 
portfolio of change levers delivering targeted change programs at scale.

Scout processes all documented and undocumented interactions that 
happen across 100s of applications and 1000s of documents to accomplish 
work. Scout assembles these patterns into tasks and end-to-end processes. 
Scout preserves privacy by anonymizing individuals and focusing only on 
the team’s patterns. An initial pilot of Scout typically provides patterns of 
work that describe 30-80% of the time spent by a team.

We have RPA licenses but struggle 
with a healthy pipeline for process 
automation 

We want to go beyond automating 
small tasks and deliver STP on 
complex processes instead 

Our manual methods to capture work 
& processes is losing a lot of time

Low Automation ROI, Limited view 
of capacity utilization 

Help me “get to the root” of my 
productivity benefits before I 
commit to a Change Program 

In what order should I pull 
which lever/ when so that my 
transformation program is durable 
and compounding

Automation COE BU Head CXO

Help me understand what teams 
are doing across my enterprise so I 
can enhance them with AI/ML 

I don’t have enough data to make 
informed technology investments

Scout preserves privacy by 
anonymizing individuals 
and focusing only on the 
team’s patterns.
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We find solutions to the following 
challenges that our clients face at work.



Scout Framework: Scout Powers 
Change Right from Discovery to Realization 

Discovery
at Scale

Design & Execute
New Operating Models

Unify Process
Excellence & Automation

Personalized 
Data Platform

Quickly identify where to begin your digital 
transformation with Scout’s Task Discovery

Build a complete picture by mapping your team’s 
effort to end-to-end processes with Scout’s 
Process Discovery

Improve any aspect of work to identify & engage the 
best-suited change levers with Scout’s Work Insights

Achieve straight-through processing and uncover 
hidden toil within documents with Scout’s 
Document Insights

Extend your analytics initiatives or build custom 
apps using rich data provided by Scout’s SODA

Gain a data-driven vantage point across your entire 
business by leveraging the powerful 
data structures.

Centrally drive multiple change programs and reduce 
the time to realize value with Studio

Autogenerate documentation and configuration for 
your SaaS, RPA BPMN, and IT modernization efforts 
with Studio

Scout Extends Transformation Beyond Automation 
Automation is often seen as the only strategic lever that drives digital transformation programs that include:

The key to unlocking these levers is to start with Discovery. Discovery-led realization creates a holistic and informed 
transformation program, backed with empirical data. Scout does this by producing detailed insights at scale about 
tasks, processes, applications, teams, and documents within enterprises, leading to high business impact.

AutomationIT EnhancementStandardization TemplatizationLearning
Opportunities
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What Clients Say About Scout

“In the beginning we used Scout to identify what we 
don’t know from an automation perspective. Today 
we have the mindset to use it as a technology enabled 
business process excellence tool.”

Radovan Simic
SCM Digital Lead

William Harris
Group Chief Digital Officer

“We started using Soroco’s Scout Task Mining within one 
of our regions and its unsupervised machine learning 
approach identified around 15 process improvement 
opportunities in a very short time frame.” 

NelsonHall’s evaluation of Process Discovery and Mining 
Technology NEAT names Soroco as a leader in Desktop 
Process Discovery. As a first of its kind report globally, 
focused on Process Discovery & Task Mining, six vendors 
featured in the Desktop Process Discovery market segment, 
with Soroco named a leader.

Representative Task Mining 

Vendor in Everest Group’s 

Process Mining PEAK Matrix®

A Leader in NelsonHall’s 

Process Discovery & 

Mining NEAT

A Representative Vendor in 

2021 Gartner Market Guide 

for Process Mining*

Named in Forrester Now Tech: 

Process Mining, Modeling, 

Documentation, Q4 2021

HFS Hot Vendor
Rising Star in ISG Provider 

Lens for Process Discovery 

& Mining

* Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research 
publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, express or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties 
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. GARTNER is a registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved.

NelsonHall names Soroco a
Leader in Process Discovery 
& Mining NEAT

Soroco is on a mission to discover how the world works to help teams be their best. To do this, we are evangelizing 

and commercializing the work graph, which is a structured view of how teams get work done across people, 

processes, technology, and documents. The “work graph” unifies disjoint categories like Process Mining, Task 

Mining, user training, BPM, and RPA to provide a single source of truth. We are a deep tech company with ~40 

patents. We have operations across the USA, Europe, UK, Singapore & India with a roster of Fortune 500 customers 

across 30 countries. Visit www.soroco.com to learn how we help teams discover their work graph
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